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Presidential Vision for 2017-2018 
 

 
 

 

To achieve excellence among members by fostering the development of fundamentals like 

writing skills along with speaking and listening on weekly basis, inculcating effective mentorship, 

conducting monthly educational talks and workshop for members and encouraging members to 

participate in speech contests. To attain DCP goals of the highest distinguished level for the term. 

 

- Pooja Shivanand, CC, ALB 
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Executive Committee members for 2017-2018 

 

Pooja Shivanand President 

Hjh. Haryati Hj. Abdul Gafur Secretary 

Rano Iskandar Vice President Education 

Waajidun Ni’am Hj. Dollah Vice President Membership 

Mei Ann Lim Vice President Public Relations 

Ong Yin Treasurer 

Awfa Hj. Nawawi Sergeant at Arms 

Jordan Yau Immediate Past President 
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From the Secretary’s Desk 
 

 
 

Dear Toastmasters, 

 

Let’s bid farewell to Quarter 2 and say hello to Quarter 3 for the term 2017/2018. Looking back, Quarter 

2 was an exceptionally busy one. On the other hand, it was also a term of immense growth for our club. 

We witnessed the progress of numerous members.  There were members winning ribbons for their 

prepared speeches and Table Topics. We had members getting a ribbon for evaluation. We had fellow 

BSCians who continued their Pathways projects. There were members who are closer to reaching their CC 

10 and continuing their CL projects. We also gained more knowledge from educational workshops, 

evaluations and advanced our vocabulary through Word of The Day. BSC also took it up a notch by 

conducting workshops outside Toastmasters. 

I am pleased to have been present at meetings in Quarter 2 because watching the growth of fellow 

members inspired me to be more confident in myself.  

I hope that wecontinue to strive for progress because a club that grows together, stays together. 

 

Best Regards, 

TM Hjh Haryati Hj Abd Gafur 

Secretary 

Brunei Speakers’ Club 

2017-2018  

Website: http://bruneispeakersclub.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bruneispeakersclub 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bruneispeakersclub 

 

 

 

http://bruneispeakersclub.com/
https://www.facebook.com/bruneispeakersclub
https://www.instagram.com/bruneispeakersclub
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1. October Highlights 
 

      1.1 Prepared Speeches & Presentation 

 

Lai Ling Ling, CC embarked on her Pathways journey with an ice-breaker, “Pathway”. Through 

her speech, we got to know Lai Ling Ling CC as an adventurous teenager who had the thirst to 

find her passion. She dabbled in writing. She found her hidden singing chops. She discovered 

her talent in drawing. When Lai Ling Ling CC turned to public speaking to find solace, she 

finally found her path. We are happy for you and glad that you chose BSC. 

 

 

Photo 1 Lai Ling Ling CC on "Pathway" 

 

“Abortion?” TM Sophiana Chua hooked the audience with just a single word in her opening. 

Her speech, “Vision Possible” delighted everyone as she relayed tales of her visions in life. 

From planning her family to plotting her son’s wedding, her 28 visions have kept her busy. We 

hope you’ll make public speaker your 30th vision. 
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Rahul Breh, CC was the other member who started his Pathways. For his ice-breaker, “ABC”, 

Rahul Breh, CC shared how people taught him the most important values in life – Ability, 

Break-away and Courage. His speech was an excellent reminder on the importance of growth 

and resilience. We look forward to hearing more speeches from you. 

 

Our VPE taught us tricks from his cheapskate days. Rano Iskandar, ACB ALB used to avoid 

paying his own meals by carrying $100 notes and “forgetting” his wallet. When his ploys failed, 

Rano Iskandar ACB ALB turned over a new leaf. So, there’s no need for worry now since his 

cheapskate days are over. 

 

What is motivation? Rahmat Tarsat, CC delivered a presentation to give members a better 

understanding of motivation. We learnt that motivation involves understanding others, 

creating a motivating environment and providing opportunities. If you want to motivate 

someone, a good step to take is observing to find out what motivates the person before asking 

his or her goals. Before she ended her workshop, she encouraged the audience to learn more, 

do more so that our actions inspire others. Thank you Rahmat Tarsat, CC for enlightening us 

on motivation. 

 

 

Photo 2 Rahmat Tarsat CC on motivation 
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Photo 3 TM Suneeta got the audience to try the teh tarik laugh 
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Photo 4 The audience participated in teh tarik laugh 

               

1.2 Educational Workshop 
 

Another workshop was held to help members write better. The presenter was Ms. Huwaida 

Ishaaq, the co- founder of Heartwrite Co. She is also a writer herself and has written a 

children’s book – in French! Ms. Huwaida delivered a writing educational workshop entitled, 

“Down to the Bone” and taught members the nitty-gritty of writing. She advised members to 

take editing seriously and encouraged the audience to be more expressive in their writing. It 

was an honour to have an experienced writer share her knowledge and expertise. We hope 

that members have benefitted from the workshop and are more encouraged to hone their 

writing skills. 
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1.3 Best Table Topics & Best Evaluator 
 

Congratulations to then guest, Philip Mooi for winning Best Table Topics and TM Awfa Nawawi 

for winning Best Evaluator. Well done to Lai Ling Ling, CC. Her convincing speech on asking a 

discount for slippers won her Best Table Topics ribbon. 

 

Photo 5 Ms Ishaaq receiving a token from BSC President 
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Photo 6 TM Philip Mooi won his first ribbon 
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Photo 7 Rano Iskandar ACB ALB trying a Table Topic 

c 
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Photo 8 TM Awfa Nawawi giving an evaluation 

 

  

1.4 Welcome TM Philip Mooi 
 

Once he was a guest but now he is a member of BSC. TM Philip needed very little convincing 

to sign up because he fell in love with the club on his first visit. He even took his first role like 

a duck to water. Welcome to the club TM Philip Mooi. 
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Photo 9 TM Philip Mooi receives a BSC notebook 

 

 

    

 

2. November Highlights 
 

2.1 Prepared Speeches 
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Photo 10 TM Awfa, TM Syatrah & TM Safarul delivering their project 

 

November was a busy month as members continued their Pathways & CC projects.  

 

One of the speakers was Rahul Breh, CC. He delivered his Pathways Level 1 Project 2.  

 

TM Mei Ann Lim delivered an informative CC8 speech using visual aids. She delivered a 5-7 

minutes speech on her study on fruit flies and why she finds them fascinating.  

 

TM Heidi Rahman persuaded the audience to consume less salt in her CC9 project. She hooked 

the audience with a sad story of her friend that made her become more aware of her own 

health. 

 

The audience laughed when TM Edy Zurin talked about her experience looking for clothes in 

her Level 1 Project 2 A. We look forward to your next speeches TM Edy. 

 

No wonder TM Awfa Nawawi prepares mint tea for the club every week. In her CC7, TM Awfa 

talked about the benefits of mint leaves in food, medicine and oral care. One of the properties 

of mint leaves is bloating prevention.  Thank you TM Awfa for sharing a revealing speech on 

mint.  

 

 A determined TM Syatrah Roslan continued her Pathways journey. The decluttering and 

organizing aficionado took the stage once more to share The KonMari Method, a Level 1 

Project 2. In her speech, TM Syatrah Roslan talked about the 5 steps of tidying up. First you 

start by discarding items that are easy to let go and then, discard those you find harder to get 

rid of.  Before taking the final step, thank the items that you are saying goodbye to. Then 

decide where you want to store the things you choose to keep. TM Syatrah recommended   
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KonMari method to gain more confidence in your decision making and feeling more grateful 

for things that you already have. Way to go TM Syatrah and thank you for sharing KonMari.  

 

Another BSCian who kept the momentum going was TM TM Safarul Hassan. He delivered his 

Level 1 speech entitled, “C8HION402”.  TM Safarul talked about the benefits of consuming 

caffeine, how caffeine works and the dangers of overdosing. One of the things we learnt about 

caffeine is that it contains antioxidants that improve our health. We also learnt that if we have 

more than 10 cups of coffee per day, that’s an overdose of caffeine. 

 

Well done to all speakers and we hope that you will give your next speech soon. 

 

2.2 Featured Member 
 

He is a health education officer, Vice President of Membership and a comedian. This featured 

member has grown more comfortable on stage that he dabbled in stand- up comedy at 

Bruhaha. Please visit http://bruneispeakersclub.com/category/featured-members/  to learn 

about our first tri-annual featured member.           

 

 2.3 Educational Workshop 
 

DTM Genevieve Lai taught the audience the importance of perspective in a workshop entitled, 

“Choosing How You See the World”. Changing your perspective from negative to positive can 

make a huge difference in your life. The enlightening presentation had an excellent take away 

message that impacted the audience. It was such an honour to have DTM Genevieve Lai as a 

presenter and we would love to learn more from you. 

 

http://bruneispeakersclub.com/category/featured-members/
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Photo 11 DTM Genevieve Lai receiving a token from President of BSC 

 

 2.4 Best Table Topics Speaker & Best Evaluator 
 

                      Our members continue to progress in impromptu speaking and delivering evaluations.              

Hazwan Kamarulzaman ACB, ALB demonstrated his speech skills during Table Topics and was 

awarded the Best Table Topics ribbon. TM Ida Mahmud was voted Best Evaluator. 

Congratulations also goes to Tieng Chwei Peng CC, Lai ling Ling CC, TM TM Safarul Hassan, TM 

Edy Zurina for winning your ribbons. BSC is proud of all of you. 

 

3. December Highlights 
 

3.1 Prepared Speeches 

 
Although it was the last month of the year, that didn’t slow down the club. Members, 

including the president, took the stage to refine their speaking skills.  
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TM Haryati did her CC8 project on embracing minimalism. In her speech, she shared how 

minimalism has changed her spending and relationships.  

 

TM Hui Ting taught the audience to sign in the opening of her speech when she talked about 

apes.  What a clever way to engage the audience. TM Hui Ting told the audience about how 

intelligent apes are and how they could communicate with humans by signing.  

 

Another member who also continued her Pathways project was TM Sophiana Chua. She 

cracked up the audience when she talked about her first- born’s wish to marry and how she 

wanted to plan the wedding. It was an amusing speech with an endearing ending. 

 

Gerald Goh CC CL also shared an educational speech on the many uses of lemon. In “The 

Lemon Speech”, he told the audience about the acidic property of lemons and how useful a 

lemon can be. One helpful tip that he shared was using lemon when cooking your salmon to 

get rid of its fishy smell. Thanks Gerald Goh, CC CL. 

 

 It was reassuring to see BSC members turning up at meetings as part of the audience. Thank 

you for showing your support to the club. 

 

3.2 Best Speaker, Best Table Topics & Best Evaluators 
 

Hats off to all the winners who earned their ribbon. They are TM Philip Mooi, TM Hui Ting, 

TM Syatrah Roslan, TM Ida Mahmud and our president herself.  BSC is proud to witness your 

growth and success. 

 

3.3 BSC Gives Back 
 

Three members represented BSC at a strayholders workshop. Well done to Rahmat Tarsat CC, 

Lai Ling Ling CC and TM Sophiana Chua for stepping out of your comfort zone to present a 

public speaking workshop. Also thank you to our VPM TM Jidun Dollah for making the 

arrangements.  

 

BSC is pleased that members are going above and beyond by reaching out to the community 

and encourages more members to use their skills to make a difference. Who knows you might 

inspire others to be leaders and public speakers? 
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Photo 12 The ladies representing BSC 

          

 

3.4 Educational Workshop 
 

TM Mei Ann ran a workshop called “Resources Savvy”, the last workshop in 2017. In the 

workshop, members learnt how we can stay connected outside our weekly club meetings by 

keeping in touch on social media. 

 

As a public speaking club fostering positive and supportive learning, BSC uses social media 

platform to engage with those who are like-minded in developing skill set and personal 

growth. 

 

The workshop also served to guide members on how to navigate BSC web resources for 

agenda preparation and educational use. 

 

Lastly, TM Mei Ann shared with us how she found joy in giving back to the club by being the 

Vice President of Public Relations. In her spare time, TM Mei Ann enjoys archiving speech 

projects in meeting recaps and that she hopes this will uplift members when they look back 

at records one day. 
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BSC appreciates all the efforts of VPPR and her team. Please follow our accounts and click like 

to show your support for BSC. 

 

                 

Photo 13 TM Mei Ann Lim receiving a token from our president 

                   

 

4. January Highlights & New Quarter 
 

4.1 Membership Dues 
 

It’s that time of the year when we are required to renew our membership. By renewing our 

membership, we have access to the club which allows us to develop our skills, receive support 

from fellow Toastmasters and enjoy the company of BSC members. Please pay to our 

treasurer, Ong Yin CL or deposit directly into BSC’s bank account before 6th March 2018.  For 

more details on direct deposit, please consult our treasurer. Thank you. 
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4.2 Recognition of Achievements 

 

We ended the second quarter by celebrating members’ progress. 

 

Congratulations to TM Sophiana Chua for winning the Most Improved ribbon. TM Sophiana 

Chua is a determined member who has shown a lot of progress in delivering speeches and 

evaluations. BSC is proud to witness your growth. 

 

Clap for Gerald Goh CC CL for earning the title, “the Most Roles Taken” He never turns down 

a chance to evaluate or speak. The embodiment of “Keeping the momentum going”, Gerald 

Goh CC CL is an inspiring member we can look up to. 

 

Aziman Nasir ACB ALB is another inspiring member who takes up roles almost every week. His 

continuous presence and willingness to perform a role molded him into a better speaker and 

leader. Our hats off to you! 

 

TM Hui Ting is another rising star in BSC. She was awarded the most ribbons in the second 

quarter. Currently, she has two Best Speaker ribbons. Well done, TM Hui Ting. 

 

Congratulations to the youngest BSCian, Lai Ling Ling CC for earning the title, “Highest 

Attendance”. Your eloquence and humour in your speeches never fail to put a smile on our 

faces. 

  

There were also other members who were recognized for their achievements and efforts in 

the second quarter. Rahul Breh CC won two Best Evaluator ribbons in a row. TM Ida Mahmud 

and TM Syatrah Roslan were awarded Best Evaluator twice. TM Safarul Hassan was 

recognized for his willingness to try new roles and putting his best effort. TM Philip Mooi was 

acknowledged for his preparedness in taking a role. He took up the role of Table Topics 

Master, Timer and even stepped into the shoes of Sergeant at Arms.  
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Photo 14 TM Sophiana Chua receiving Most Improved ribbon from VPE 
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Photo 15 Celebrating members' achievement with cake 

              

 

As you can see, BSC has accomplished so much in the second quarter. The club kept growing and 

is still going strong. Members kept improving at speaking, evaluating and leadership. Quarter 

three has already started, yet there’s still more to anticipate this time around.  Let’s all keep the 

momentum going by attending meetings regularly and striving to achieve more success as a 

speaker and leader. See you in the next edition. 
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